INTRODUCTION
A basic problem encountered in digital image processing is in image de-noising 112, 16, 171, restoration of their missing or corrupted components [7, 91 and their enhancement [14], feature extraction [13] and classification [8] .
The paper is devoted to image segmentation and to the application of discrete wavelet transform for image segments feature extraction using their boundary signals (1, 2, 5, 9, 111. Image components detection [3, 151 and feature extraction can then be followed by classification using self-organizing neural networks [4] . The paper presents their use in this case estimating class boundaries as well.
An example of the application of proposed methods in crystalography is presented in Fig. 1 showing the microscopic image of crystals of different shapes, textures and sizes. Sinlilar methods can be also used in other ares including biomedical imaging, environment a1 image processing or analysis of satellite observations. The proposed algorithm consists of these steps image thresholding to convert it to the black e distance and watershed transform use to find extraction of a segment and its boundary 0 texture extraction presented in Fig. 2 (d) Principle of image segmentation and boundary signal definition is presented in Fig. 3 .
The process of classification assumes definition of a pattern matrix containing features of separate image segments. Many possibilities of their extraction [13] include analysis of image boundary signal or t'he texture inside its area 0 analysis of statistical properties of the boundary signal or segment structure transform of boundary signal or segment structure allowing its translation independence using discrete Fourier transform or discrete wavelet transform among others The boundary signal of a segment in Fig. P(c) in three or two dimensions and its discrete Fourier transform are shown in Fig. 4 . Image features used for classification can be based upon the mean value and the variance of discrete Fourier transform coefficients. Wavelet transform discussed further can be even more efficient allowing multiresolution signal or image analysis. 
Wm,k(t) = -w (-( t -b ) )
for discrete parameters of dilation a = 2" and translation b = k 2m. Wavelet dilation, which is closely related to spectrum compression, enables local and global signal analysis.
The principle of signal and image wavelet decomposition and reconstruction [lo, 141 is pre-
considered as a special case of an image having one column only. The highpass filter and the complementary lowpass filter is applied to image columns and then to its rows followed by downsampling after each processing unit at first.
Resulting coefficients can be used for image or signal analysis or for its reconstruction again. 
This signal can be analyzed by a half-band lowpass filter with its impulse response and corresponding high-pass filter based upon impulse response
The first stage assumes the convolution of a given signal and the appropriate filter for decomposition at first by relations
for all values of n followed by subsampling by factor D. In the following decomposition stage 0 . 2 the same process is applied to rows of the image matrix followed by row downsampling. The The reconstruction stage includes row u p sampling by factor U at first and row convolution in stage R.1. The corresponding images are then summed. The final step R.2 assumes column upsampling and convolution with reconstruction filters followed by summation of the results again.
In the case of one-dimensional signal processing, steps 0 . 2 and R.1 are omitted. The whole process can be used for signal or image decomposition and perfect reconstruction allowing signal or image compression resolution enhancement and interpolation for reconstruction of corrupted image regions feature extraction using the variance of summed squared coefficients at a selected level of decomposition denoising based upon modification of image decomposition coefficients ilsing selected threshold limits In all these cases the multiresolution properties of wavelet transform are used. Fig. 7 presents this property for a selected wavelet function. Fig. 7 . Shanon wavelet and the effect of its dilation to spectrum compression
IMAGE REGIONS CLASSIFICATION
Classification of Q segments using R features organized in pattern matrix PR,Q can be realized .
by application of self-organizing neurd networks. The number S of output layer elements is equal to image classes and must be either defined in advance or it can be automatically increased t o create new classes by special methods [6]. Daring the learning process network weights forming matrix WS,R are changed to minimize distances between each input vector and corresponding weights of a winning neuron characterized by its coefficients closest to the current pattern. In case that the learning process is successfully completed network weights belonging to separate output elements represent typical class individuals. Class boundaries presented in Fig. 8 are defined by values of matrix W~, R and for R = 2 have been evaluated by an algorithm including --evaluation of distances of variables belonging to the first and the second feature and output neuron weights definition of potential boundary lines making equal individual distances calculation of intersection points selection' of proper boundary segments dividing the plane into the number of regions equal to classes Results of classification of 9 image segments given in Fig. 2(a) into three classes are presented in Fig. 8 for two selected signal features obtained (i) as the mean and variance of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) coefficients and (ii) by the variance of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients at the first and the second decomposition level. Location of features is given by position of segment numbers. Results obtained by both methods are the same but the variance of features evaluated by the DWT is smaller comparing to that obtained by the DFT as presented in Table 1 . As the typical class image the closest one to image features centre is selected. Results of processing of the real microscopic image of crystals are presented in Fig. 9 . Image segmentation using watershed transform is able to detect most of image segments even though the problem of fault class boundaries can arise in some cases. 
CONCLUSION
The paper presents some possibilities of image segment ation and classification using wavelet transform, It is possible to summarize that wavelet transform provide many possibilities of detection of image segment features owing to its multiresolution properties and the possibility to choose different wavelet functions appropriate for a given problem as well. Segments boundary signals were used for image classification even though there is possible to use two dimensional wavelet transform for detection of patterns of individual segments texture, too.
Methods discussed in the paper have been appIied to shape analysis of microscopic images of crystals. Similar methods can be used in other applications in a wide range of interdisciplinary problems of texture analysis including biomedical imaging, processing of satellite images, communications and remote earth observations. 
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